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MARK YOUR CALENDAR:

(NOl'E: ~s are encouraged to bring along tools or items they
have rrade for display: Ik>n' t park on the grass areas.)

April 6th - l:PM

BUSINESS lo1EEI'ING followed by a short, derronstration of knife mak
ing by Ron 'lharcpson. work on the harestead gate will start at
lO:AM and continue after the maeting arrl dem:>nstration. Cole
early am br:in3' your favorite forging hanmer and tcngs for hold
ing flat stock.

May 4th - 'l:PM

BUSiNESS MEETING followed by a short daoonstration on the use of

an acetylene torch by Emrert Studebaker. Work on the harestead
gate will continue as previously mentioned.
June 1st - l:PM

BUSINESS MEETING follCMed by a denDnstration on making a hardy
by Hans Peat. Work on the harestead gate will continue as pre
viously mentioned.

MEETING NarES:
The February 2nd business meeting was short due to the need to start work on the
hanestead ga~:
- Ron 'lharcpson" the 1985 Quad-State Round-up ~, armo1IDCed that he had
arranged for Ted TUcker to be one of the primaJ:y den:nstrators. Mr. Tucker is the
author of the excellent book "Practical Projects for the Blacksmith". It was also
armounced that those participating in the setting up and rurming of the Round-up wruld
only be dlarged half the nonnal registraticn fee for the event.

- '!he ram's head fireplace poker I made am donated to the raffle was won by
Dayton nenber OWen Vance. It sure was nice to see the highly experienced blacksmiths
there roy several chances on this piece - thanks guys.
The hatestead gate design has been finalized and, as I mentioned in the last ra-lS
letter, it will be a piece to be proud of when finished. Several ovals in the design
will have cut-outs deplicting various aspects of the Studebaker history.

Creative '& Friendly

'll1e March 2nd business meeting was again short:
- Ron Thanpson announced that he had arranged for Peter lbss, resident' master
,~
blacksmith at Williamsburg, to be the second prinary dem:mstrator. He has also arranged~_
for Larry Wood, Bruce Washington, Mark Bokenkanp and Jim Rublee to do half-day dancn"""-'
strations and is trying to arrange the third primary demonstrator. Ron mentioned that
both Ted Tucker and Peter Ross asked what the group wanted dertonstrated so get your input
, in to Ron on this. This iearl3 Round':"up is shaping up to be quite an event. At the
next meeting Ron will have a list of sub-chainnan pOsitions in a number of areas (e.g.,
registration, signs, entertainrrent, concessions, tooling, safety, etc.) and will ask
for volunteers. In the past, the Round-up has been set up and run by just a snaIl group.
This year Ron intends to get far IIDre people involved to make the job easier all around.
If you can't make this meeting, please call Ron at Sidney number 492-2259 to find out
which fX)sitions are available. REmember, early vOlunteers get the choicest fX)sitions .
Positions will include being "gofers" for the d.enonstrators in which case you get a
ring side seat.
- Since I did not have other items lined up, I donated'a very nice 10" drav.rknife,
a pair of heavy-duty flat stock tmgs, and a "mystcly prize" for the raffle. The draw
knife was won by Ken Harnbel of Castle Rock, CO (woo mailed in $10 to be split between
two drav.rings). The tongs were won by Bellbrook rre.n:ber Bill Hinze. 'lhe mystery prize
(a coffee cup saying "Your The Best") was won by New Carlisle mEmber Gerald Hawkins.
'lhe raffle items for the next meeting will be a pair of holed tongs (for holding
the cleated end of a souvenir horseshoe) made (using a welder) by Hans Peot and a
~ nice, two piece shovel pan jig made by Dave MacDonald.
HON about yo~ guys writing
up an areicle on how you make these items for the newsletter?
I was encouraged to see Hans and Dave donate these items for the raffle. We have
raffled off sene rather nice items so far and I hope it continues in the future by
chapter rrembers donating excess tools or finished items, like the ram's head poker,
to the raffle. We are offsetting alxmt 2/3rds of the cost of the newsletter through
this effort. If you want to donate sooething, but can't make the meetings, please
call me to arrange pickup. If you would like to mail in IIDney to buy raffle tickets
(50¢ each), you can sent it to me. If you win, you can pick up the item fran me.
cash contributions to the newsletter would also be welcare.
FollONing the business meeting Pandora rrember Keith Surrmers demonstraterl making
brass and copper ladles using one of Ron Thanpson's cast iron 'swage blocks. It was
noted that brass and copper, unlike iron, becane soft when heated to a roo color and
quenched. At one point Keith ShONed this by bending the brass as if it was a sheet
of lead. It becCmes hard through work hcrrdening. Say Keith, hON about you also writ
ing up an article on this for the newsletter.
After the demonstration work on the hanestead gate continued with several rranbers
taking hane work to do for the next meeting. We ,had three forges and eight anvils in
use. The sound of several anvils in use at the sClijle time is something to behold. Larry
Wood did one of his "see there ain't nothing to it" forge welds of two 3/4" pieces using
a fire which probably had a clinker in it the size of a softball. Larry pointOO out
that a ccrnrron mistake in lap welding is to not upset enough material to where the weld
is noticeably larger than the end result desired. Thus, when the weld is drawn out,
it matches the two pieces joined. I have seen Larry forge weld two 1/2" square bars
and then twist the weld area - cold as I recall. That is a solid weld! In a future
~.
newsletter I hope to have a sketch of the gate and forging notes by Larry and/or Steve
.,
Roth. This effort will only canplete part of the gate. In the future, we will be
doing a .curved arch over the gate as another groop project. Frankly, I think that this
is a great group learning experience.
(2)

SOFA baseball-type caps (one size fits all) and 1985 ABANA Calendars are available
at the meeting, or by mail, fram Hans Peot (6245 S. Scarff Rd., New Carlisle, OH 45344).
caps are $4.00 ($5.00 by mail). calendars are $3.00 ($3.75 by mail).
Ol'HER EVEN'IS, DEMCNSTRATION OPPORTUNITIES AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORI'UNITIES:
Students can work with Francis Whitaker fran April l4-20th to upgrade the blacksmith
shop at the John C. Campbell Folk School, BrasstaNIl, NC 28902 (makinq tools and repair
inq equirm.~nt). For further info, contact the school.
The Southeastern Regional Blacksmith Conference will be held May 17-l8th at Madison,
GA. Daronstrators: Fred Caylor, ~1ichael Saari, Ivan Bailey, Jack Andrews, Mike Ross,
Joe Hansbury and Jud Nelson. For brochure send SASE to Joe Humble, 5029 r-bntcrest Dr.,
Chattonooga, TN 37416 - (615) 344-9649.
The Bellbrook Sugar Maple Festival would like to have several blacksmiths demonstrate
(and sell products) on April l3th (f'ran noon to 6:PM) and April 14th (fran noon to
5:PM). For further info contact either Don Driskell or James S. Hilt in Bellbrook.
The Arrowhead Summer can~ for Boys is looking for a resident blacksmith to provide
blacksmithing lessons from July 13th - August 22nd. They have a fairly well equipped
shop. Roan, board, and la1IDSirY, plus a salary depending on qualifications. For
further info contact them at TuXedo, NC 28784. Possibly a nice vacation opportunity.
Jack Brubaker is looking for an apprentice/helper to assist him on a major project.
If interested, contact him at Goat Hill Crafts, Valley Branch Rd., RR #2, Box 210,
Nashville, IN 47448.
FINISHES - PARI' 11:1;:
18. RECIPE #2 - Ask a body and paint shop operator to mix 1/2 pint of clear autar:otive
enamel, cut it with sane flatter to reduce the gloss, add a little dryer or retarder
to allow 1.5 - 2.0 minute.sbrushing tiIre. Experiment with a couple of mixes to get the
effect you want. Brush only - do not spray. Brush on canpletely a thin coat, set
aside or hang on a wire to dry. This finish is excellent and strong, brings out the
beauty of the iron. It hides nothing. The mix soaks deep into the pores and scale.
After some trial and error you will get just the right arrount of flatter in your
fonnula to give "Patina elegante". Have your metal at "wann to touch" teuperature
and clean. (By Jim Converse) •
19. CLEAR ACRYLIC- Here is a heat-resistant finish which I use and like: Clean the
surface to be coated thoroughly, preferably by sandblasting. Be sure the surface is
dry and oil-free. Spray with VHT #SP-115 Clear l200°F Flame-Proof Coating. This
clear acrylic is packaged for Sperex Corp. of Gardena, CA 90248, and is available fran
autoIIDtive-supply houses. Use this finish only where the ventilation is very good, as
the carrier is a chlorinated hydrocarbon and is quite toxic. It gives a very tough
finish, quite resistant to handling, heat, and salt. (By Carol Sakowski).
20. LIQUID FIAX SOAP - To get a nice finish on metal put enough liquid flax soap (pure
vegetable oil soap available at sCIre grocery stores) in a bucket of water to cloud the
water. Heat the piece five times to a dull red, each tine quenching in the soapy water
and wiping it dry afterwards, or until it takes on a bluish-black, soft surface which
is very p;mranent. Warning though, if you intend to use the water later for quenching
your iron, you will find the cooling time is slowed down by the soapy water. (By Roger
Lorance) .
21. BLACK SHEET RUST PREVENI'IVE . .:. Before black plate (iron sheets ar.parently - ks) is
ready to receive a rust protective coating, it is necessary to render the purface free
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from grease and scale, for which purpose the sheet iron is placed for same time into
a warmed solution of 1 part sulphuric acid in 10 parts of water, whereby the impurities
becane detached, a process which may be assis:ted and accelerated by scouring with sand.
Then rinse in clean water and rub dry in sawdust. . The sheets thus prepared are placed
for a short while into a feeble solution of blue vitriol, where they assume a reddish
coloring. Next, they are rinsed in water, and after· that rroved to and fro, for a short
time, in a feeble solution of hyposulphite of soda acidulated with a little hydro
choloric acid. They result is a dark-blue coating on the sheets, which prevents all
oxidation. (Originally from Henley's Fonnulas for the Hare and ~~orkshop, 1902, revised
1927).
22. SCEN'IED FINISHES - This is a twist on Francis \Vhitaker' s recipe for steel finishes.
Use equal parts oil, beeswax and turpentine, but substitute leron oil or pine oil for
the unboiled linseed. oil. It gives the finished product a nice smell. If you can't
find a "real" old-time hardware store which sells these oils, use salad oil (or the
tmboiled linseed. oil) and buy the concentrated scent) which you want and add enough of
it to give the finish coating a nice scent. It perks up sales! I did this with non
food-use itans such as bookrests and trivets and sales at that shop rose. Sales stayed
the same at the shops where I had not done this. Items stocked are pretty much the
same for all of them. leIron-fresh Joy nove over! (By Carol Sakowski).
23. GA.LVANIZING - Anything for exterior use in a high humidity climate gets hot
dip galvanized. Cold galvanize zinc-rich paint is good to touch up welds. (By Beau
Hickory) •
24.

MINWAX - Use Minwax wood finish for exterior pieces. (By Kent Reeves) .

25. LAMPBLACK AND LINSEED OIL - Apply a mixture of lampblack and linseed oil. When
dry, finish with beeswax and alcohol. This is nice but messy. Very thin fluid
stove blacking does the same job. (By Beau Hickory) •
26. COLORED HIGHLIGHTS - First paint with auto body lacquer-primer, then colored.
paint (e.g., Chinese Red). Then apply stove blacking. Then rub with steel wool so
the color shavs on high sfOts. Good for: tables, etc. (By Beau Hickory) •
27. POWDER-GILDING PROCESS - Precoat with shellac or slow drying lacquer, then dust
on powdered color - it doesn't have to be gilt - try blue and green peacock colors:
(By Beau Hickory) .
28.

FLOOR WAX - Use high acrylic floor wax as a finish.

29. RECIPE #3 - Use the following mixturE:: me part spar varnish or "long oil varnish"
plus three to four parts linseed oil, plus drier and lampblack. (By Dave Zatz).
SOURCES: #18-20 and #22 - fran the newsletter of the Upper MidWest Blacksmiths Ass'n.
#21 - fram The Silent SWedge, .riewsletter of the Indiana Blacksmiths Ass 'no #23-29
fram the newsletter of the Northeastern Blacksmiths Ass'n.
IDRE ON DAMASaJS STEEL:
The February 1'385 issue of Scientific AIrerican contains the article "Damascus
Steels" by the two researchers ~ntioned in the Feb/Mar 85 newsletter. It provides
extensive <ietails on how the Damascus steel blades were produced. If you are inter
ested in Damascus steel, remind me to bring the article to the next meeting.

In addition, Larry Wood gave me a filler item out: of the Antique Week/Tri-State
Trader, Sept. 3, 84, which said, "Why is Damascus steel so desired by knife collectors?
Like Japanese_blades, Damascus is made of a combination of soft and hard steels, layered
(it)
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many tines. This combination enables the blade to have an exceptional1y sharp edge
plus superb flexibility. And, where Damascus cail aCCLnTIUlate up to 1,SOO or IIDre layers,
sc::rre Japanese blades can have in excess of four million". HCMever, while four million
layers sounds like a lot, it is only 20 overlaps on an original five layer blank. The
writer of this article also confused "Damascus steel" with "Damascus pattern steel".
I thought that Japanese sanrurai sword blades were made using the same basic procedures
as Damascus sword blades. Is anyone familiar with Japanese sword making?
l'xlAKING A RAM'S HEAD FIREPLACE POKER by Bud Rolston:
1. If you don't intend. to taper down the poker by the hcx:>k, start with a piece of
1/2" square stock about 36" long.

2. On one end., draw out 2 1/2" to 1/4" x 1/2" x 5 1/2" to 6" for the horns.
Illustrations A and B - I-A & I-B).

(See

3. 1 1/4" back fran where the horns start, round 1 1/2" to fonn the neck.
this area square can result in a crinp in the Iretal. (See I-B).

Bending

4. If you intend to put a decorative twist near the head, you can heat the Iretal start
ing about 1" below the bottan of the neck and twist it as is once around or, to get
a nicer twisted rod bundle effect, put in grooves in the middle of the four sides about
4" long, round the square edges, and then twist. I made a die for my pCMer hamrer to
give a four-leaf clover effect to this area which is then twisted.
5. Split the horns down the center to the head. I use a bandsaw
Then draw the horns out to the taper desired. (See I-C).

to get an even cut.

6. 5/S" back fran where the horns start, use a hardy to ,cut about 2/3rds of the way
through the head to allCM this area to fold over easily. Fold the top half of the
head back.
(See I-D). The cut goes on the side such that the horns will be on top
once folded.
(See I-E).
7. Prepare the top and. botton half of the head for forge welding. Forge the head
together, draw it out sc::rre, and chamfer the four oorners of the face. Chamfer the
bottom of the head less than the top. (See I-F) .
S.

Upset nose and IIDuth area a little to inprove the appearance.

(See I-G) .

9. M.3ke the facial features as imicated in I-H. As you punch in the nostrils, the
top of the nose will raise up slightly to fonn a nice nose.
10. Heat the neck area, quench the head,
the top half of the top of a backward "S".

and carefully bem the head over to fonn

(See I-H).

11. Facing the face, twist both horns to the outside in different directions.
area already twisted begins to twist too TIRlch, cool off this area. (See I -H) .

If the

12. Using a pair of pliers or the anvil horn, curl horns to the size desired, roll
them COI'l1?letely to the head and then use a pair of pliers to pullout the horns like
a spring. AdjuC'+:. shape of horns as desired. (See I-I).

I~

To avoid Iretal fatigue and breaking off of the horns, try to keep the first
inch or so of the horns as cool as possible when you are not \<X.)rking on that area.

WI'E:

(EDI'IDR'S NYl'E: I made the poker raffled off at the February rreeting slightly differ
ent than Bud's. starting with instruction #5, I draw out this area as much as possible.
I then split the horns through using a hand.-held chisel at the base of the horns (to

.
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(No t ~ fealt.-)
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ensure a centered cut here) and a handled hot cut for the remalnlng cut,leavin.<J the
last 1/2" uncut to hold the horns together. I finish splitting and tapering the
horns later. Then I continue with Bud's instructions. The dinple punch I made has
a small· hole drilled in the center to give a pupil effect to the eyes ~ While Bud holds
his dimple punch at about a 45° angle to the head, I hold mine closer to the head and
put the eye at the back of a half':"rroon groove. I think this gives rrore character to
the eyes. Once the head is bent, I finish cutting the horns and separate them by hold
ing the head vertical in a leg vice and using a hot cut. I use a fuller (blunt) chisel
to round out the horn base at the top of the head into a shallow "v" and continue this
"v" dawn the forehead about 3/8". To do the final WJrk on the horns, I bend one
towards the back of the neck while WJrking on the other one and then reverse their
position. This way one hom stic~s qut in front and the other is kept out of the way
without having to bend either horn out to the side (with the resulting rretal fatigue).
Since the horns were tapered earlier, all I need to do is true up the square where the
chisel cut distorted it. I also draw out the tips a little. To roll the horns I put
the first 3/8" over the anvil edge, bend it about 90°, turn the head over and then
roll the horns to the head using frequent heats. If one of the horns does breakoff,
take Larry Wood's suggestion - turn it sideways and make the head into a coat hook.
If one of the horns bums off short while in the fire, you can still make it into a
goat or Eland. Ram' s head door handles and knockers are also quite attractive.

horn

I would like to encourage other Irembers to send in material for the newsletter.
Bud just gave me the illustrations, I wrote up the instructions, and he then proofed
them. However, on sarrething I am not familiar with, I WJUld need basic directions.
I will do the typing required so don't WJrry about sewing me handwritten material.
Share your projects, ideas, etc. with your fellow IreITIbers.
SHOP TIPS:
(When a shop tip from one newsletter has been repeated in another news
letter [and I picked it up from there], the original newsletter is cited as the source.
In rrost cases, these shop tips have been paraphrased from the original write-up or
illustrations for consistency of format).
To upset for squaring a corner, heat the corner to
white hot and clamp it in a vice such as illustrated.
Now hit the corners, alternating from opposite
directions. I use a.l 1/2 lb hamrer in my non-hamrer·
hand and a 1 lb in my hamrer hand. Use light, rapid
blows. The heavier hamrer in the non-hamrer hand
makes up for the lack of strength there and evens up
the pressure of the hits. I have used this on 5 / 8 " .
.
stock. (By Bob Bergman from the newsletter of the Upper MidWest Blacksmiths Ass' n) .
Steve Roth said he picked up the following shop tip from Ed Sutz at a Quad-State
Round-up a couple of years ago: to clean out rounded bottc:rn firepots, take an old
garden hoe, cut the handle off short, and grind the cutting edge to fit your bowl.
You can then easily clean out your firepot bowl.
For a cheap abra~ive blade saw, just put an abrasive blade in your table saw. It
sure beats a hacksaw when cutting stock like 1/4" x 1 1/2" and gives a srrooth, . straight.
cut as well.
When doing work which requires an occasional forge weld often, by th~ t~ you pull
out the clinkers, you den't have enough coke to make a good forge weldlng flre. Add
ing additional raw coal creates additional clinkers and takes time to form coke. To
raredy this, each time you bank up your fire when you finish. work, let the blo..v~r run
awhile to form additional coke. The next time you start a flre take rrost of thlS coke
and put it aside in a bucket. Then, when you need additional coke, it is readily at
hand.

For the beginning blacksmith:
- Acx:Iuiring special p\.lrFOse tongs, such as a set of box
tongs, can be difficult. Here's how to make box tongs to hold
3/4", 7/8", 1", 1 1/8", 1 1/4", 1 3/8" and 1 1/2" flat stock:
Find a pair of flat stock tongs with the jaws about 3/4" wide
. and 3/8" thick. Grind jaws to 3/4" wide. Out of 1/4" x 1 1/2"
stock cut out pieces the length of the jaws and 1/16" wider than
the sizes above (Le., 13/16" for 3/4"). The extra 1/16" is to
allCM the stock to fit in easily. Out of 1/4" x 1" stock cut off 14 pieces the length
of the jaws. Next have the 1/4" x I" pieces ~lded to the 1/4" sides of the pieces
cut out of the 1/4" x 1 1/2" stock to form a box open at the ends and top. To fit
these to the pair of tongs, countersink the head of t\oJo machine bolts to the inside
of the bottan jaw. Using the holes as a guide, drill corresponding holes in the bott.cm
of the boxes you made. Bolting on the box for the size of stock you are \-,Urking allCMs
seven box tongs fran one original pair of tongs. by, changing the box size as necessary.
Illustration guide: 1) original jaws, 2) 1/4" x 1 1/16" x jaw length, 3) 1/4" x I" x
jaw length, 4) 3/8" x I" stock lJeing \-'urked, 5) bolts and 6) welds.
- When you are making chain links, make an extra one and use it to hold the reins
of the tongs together as you are using them. In this way, you just have to hold the
reins without having to. squeeze than together to hold the stock.
In cutting material to the proper length for use as collars, the
fo:rmula to be used for collaring square or rectangular shapes is
perirreter of the material to be collared plus 2 1/2 times the thick
ness of the Collar material. The bevel on the ends of the collarinl]
material should be two tines the thickness of the collaring material
facing in the same direction (Le., /
...
Mark center point on the collar and then initial bending points (at
one half the thickness of the material to be collared on each side
(2)
of the center mark). Bem the first leg in a vice with the bevel
facing dawn (See illustration 1). In making this first bend of
the collar, it is critical that it be a sharp comer, a \-,Urn leg
vise will not do this. If there is no sharp comer on the vice,
take a piece of heavy angle iron, at least a quarter inch thick,
grind the face until there is a really sharp comer, then case
harden with Royal Hardening CaTlfOund - it will last a long tine.
Then bend the other leg around a collar block which is a feN
(3)
(4)
1/100' s undersize of the material to be collared, lleld in a vice
also. This bevel will face up. The rollar block around which
this second bend is made should be two inches wide, so the first
bend will not touch the vice jaws (See illustration 2). This
block should also be ground to a sharp corner and case-hardened.
These two bends are done cold. After the second bend, turn the block and cOilar over
and check the first bend to see that it is tight on the block. Put in vice and
tighten up if necessary. At this point, you should have a "U .. shaped collar with
both bevels facing in the same direction (See illustration 3). Place the oold collar
in position, drive the material to be collared dCMn tight. If the collar springs open,
heat the lower comers just to the yield point with a torch, and squeeze together with
a pair on tongs. lhis really cinches the collar tight at the botton. Then heat the
collar from half way up to a white heat and clinch over with sliding blows starting
at the bottcm of the side which will put that bevel facing !:2' Repeat on the other
half. This procedure keeps the collar tight and eliminates the need of backing up
with a hamner. It also allONS one to do large jobs where it would be impossible to
heat the collar in the forge, get it in position and still have enough heat to clinch
it tight. A perfect collar will have the tip of the top piece of the collar bevel
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exactly at the base of the other collar bevel with the tYlO bevels centered over the
center of the collared material qnd with no slack around the collar. ReIrerrber that
the collar will shrink slightly when cCX)led. 'IWo good size collars are 1/4"x3/4" for
exterior gates and grillwork and 3/l6"x5/8" for other work. (By Francis Whitaker from
the newsletter of the Indiana Blacksmiths Ass In, amplified by being at the demonstration
during which the notes were taken and subsequent correspondence with Mr. Whitaker).
Another derronstration by Mr. Whitaker was a split and p..mched
... I
hole for a harmer head or joint. To illustrate, he put a 1/2"
~
(1)
hole in 1/2" square stock. You need a regular chisel with a 3/4"
u
wide cutting edge (or 50% wider than the size hole desired) and a
'Slitting chisel which is between these two sizes. Start with the
regular chisel from both sides (see 1). When you are al.Irost through
(2)
in the center, switch to the slitting chisel (which lCX)ks like an
oval shaped drift with a sharp chisel point). 'Ihis will leave an
oval shaped hole (see 2). Next upset to drive slit ends together
~
until you have a !TOre rounded hole. Then drift hole to 1/2". You
should end up with a 1/2" hole with close to 1/4" stock on both
(3)
sides (see 3). It appears that with a properly shaped slitting
chisel you could do the slit oval expansion and drifting in one
~
operation/heat, eliminating the upsetting operation. If you are going to nake a series
of holes (say for a grill), experiment first to see how Irnlch closer two punched marks
will be as a result of the hole and then mark the stock accordingly. They should nove
closer by 1/2 the diarreter of the hole (e.g., to wind up with 1/2" holes 6" apart
[center. to center}, the slit center marks would be 6 1/4" apart since the hole draws
1/8" on each side - 3/4" slit to 1/2" hole). (Fran the newsletter of the Indiana Black
smiths Ass 'n, as amplified by my notes and IT\Em)ry) •

,

--------....
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When you need to bend two pieces of netal in the sane shape (such as the bars for
a front porch fireplacewcxxi holder), hold them together with vice grips (or clamps)
and then bend both at the sane time •••• If you need to make a number of holes in the
sane place on several pieces of steel, make a guide which fits over the metal. Then
drill through predrilled holes in the guide. You only have to neasure once. (By Paul
Lundquist in the newsletter of the Upper MidNest Blacksmith's Ass' n) •
Gcxxl forge aprons can be make out of the inside of a worn out leather coat found
cheaply at garage sales. Check under the lining to make sure that it is real and not
imitation leather. Just cut off the collar and arms and then dOtID the sides. Ho:)..d
it against you to see where additional leather needs to be trimned off. Also cut
strips for the neck and waist straps. I think leather coats make real nice aprons 
especially for $2 to $3. (By Don Williams fram the newsletter of the Illinois Valley
Blacksmith Ass 'n) • (You could also trace another aprcn for the cut out. - ks).

When a piece is forge welded and the rod or bar has been harrrnered too snaIl or
has a rou
, reheat the weld area and hit the cold end with a hanmer. 'Ihis will
., ~f>~~
w~1~
and it can be SITDOthed out to the proper di.Irensions. (By Bill
... plan'· 111 ~§
etter of the Appalachian Area Chapter - ABA.~). (You can do
~", this w'ith th~~ eld area staying in the fire if the rod or bar is long enough. - ks).
~~

To rerrove

-.

..

1t wErlg

fran a handle (say to retemper a hamrer head), arc weld a washer
to the wedge jYing CMIl. Fill in the hole with weld. Let it cool and pry it out
with a chisel. (
Bob Bergman). z To take out a bolt on which the head has sheared
off, place a
er OYfj;.r the epd
theblokenst.ud (the hole in the washer must be
the sarre size as oisroall~ than the bolt stud), ~ arc weld on the washer .filling in
the hole all the way •.. ;ltleIl·~ld.~ n.\.\t,.1:'W:* ~:.\. Le!tJ..t C(X)1 and unscrEW the
stud wit;h a wrench. :tlb'\_~~~•.i'l~~~~~cm:~ newsletter of the
UfPer MidWest Blac~, ~.~:.w
~ .~·1'.'.·

q;
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Candle stubs make an effective lubricant for hacksaws by rubbing it on the blade
once the blade heats up. Also use it on small drills, 3/16th and under, by touching
the drill to the wax after each hole drilled. 300 holes were drilled with a 1/8" bit
through 1/4 steel without having to resharpen using this methcxi of lubrication. (By
Bill Johnson) • (Fran the ntwsletter of the Ntw England Blacksmiths Ass In) .

-.

To avoid pinching your fingers between the ball on the ends of vice handles: and the
center hub, find a piece of old water hose, the thicker the better. CUt off a pi~ce
about 3/4" long and then split it down one side. Open it up and place it arour:xi,;.,t;gei-'\i' ..
handle next to the ball on the end. NCM get sore black electricans tape and wrap' it' "'.
around the hose to keep it on the handle. Do this to both sides. (Fran the newsletter
of the california Blacksmiths Ass' n) .

When you are taking maasurerrents on a job site for say a porch railing, take 'instant
pictures of the job site with a yard stick taped up in place so you can use it to give
approximate sizes, saving anbther trip to the site fran the shop. (By Bob Bergman fran
the newsletter of the Upper MiUWest Blacksmith's Ass'n.)
Do you like to "sketch" your idea before you start hamrering away at your metal?
It's soretirres difficult to draw a three d:immsional object on a two dirrensional surface
and visualize what it will look like from all views. Take the oil-base clay called
"Plasticine" and roll it out with your hands into rods which represent your iron rods.
Then, with your hamrer, press the clay in the sane manner you YJOuld hit the rretal and
the clay will nnvejust as hot iron nnves. It will also show' you what type of hamrer 
texture surfaces you can get if that's what you want. It's nice to know where you are
heading and saves tirre by making design and construction decisions before you start
working. Plasticine clay is .available from NASOO Arts and Crafts, 901 Janesville Ave.,
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 or it can sorretirres be found in toy depart::rrents, dirre stores,
or arts and crafts sh6ps. (By Lynn Fieldhouse £ron the newsletter of the Upper MidWest
Blacksmith's Ass' n) •

FOR SALE: Chanpion 400 blower (gears tight). Ccnplete, large, cast iron Bullc;tlo
forge with electric nntor (with reostat and air da:rrper) and Vulcan 14 firepot 1n EC.
cast iron forge with nntor driven blower but no nntor or firepot (needs 9 1/2" round
pot and nntor :rrount parts) - as is. Make offer. Norm Stuckey - 878-5116.
FDR SALE: Tanahawk handles. Straight grain hickory. Two sizes for large or small
eyes. $2.75 each or five or :rrore at $2.50 each~ JOe Abele - 276-2977.
SOFA SOONDS is the bi-rronthly newsletter of the Southern Ohio Forge and Anvil (SOFA)
Chapter of the Artist-Blacksmith Ass 'n of North Arrerican (ABANA). Other ABANA chapters
may reprint non-copyrighted nBterial as lcng as proper credit is given. Unless othe::
wise indicated, the material herein was provided by the Editor.
SOFA 15
$5.00 per year. Send check or rroney order to Dick Franklin, 7158
OR 45424.
SOFA SOUNDS
c/o Ken Scharabok, Editor
1135-6 Spinning Rd.
Dayton, OR 4543~·-1641
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